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Welcome to

Beyond Imagining
Beyond Imagining is a digital magazine that explores the many different ways in which
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is affecting our everyday lives.
Developed by the University of Johannesburg (UJ), its previous issues have explored
how augmented reality is now part of our schooling systems, how artificial intelligence (AI)
is being used to diagnose breast cancer, and how drones are overseeing complex
agricultural processes.
In a CloudebateTM that took place in mid-2020, we looked at one critical question that
applies to all of these innovations: “What are their ethical implications?” In this issue
of Beyond Imagining, we take this conversation further.
The lines between technology and security, privacy and intellectual property are
increasingly thin in the 4IR era. And exploring this shaky territory often reveals more
questions than answers. Without precedent on which to base our positions (no previous
generation has ever had to worry about the ethical decisions of a self-driving car),
we’re making things up from scratch.
Here, we strive to unravel the ways in which 4IR is forcing us to redefine ethics.
It’s a complex and changeable landscape, but one we must constantly explore if we are
going to create a healthy and resilient future in which technology benefits humanity.
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The
ethical
questions

We need to ask: Is the line between humanity and machinery
still intact, or is it starting to blur in ways that might be
dangerous? Does everyone benefit from advances in 4IR,
or only a select few? Are we compromising privacy and
security for the sake of commercial gain? How can we
protect against risky errors? Should certain technologies
be developed at all?
Of course, we also have to ask: Who is responsible for
answering these questions? Tech companies? Governments?
Civil society? Legal and justice systems? Global compacts

AI, deep learning, big data and data mining –

and treaties? And how will we achieve universal agreement

all of these are fundamental building blocks

and compliance with any proposed ethical frameworks?

in the era of 4IR. They’re critical to how 4IR is
transforming, growing and adding value to our

A recent review of 84 documents on ethical AI practices

lives. But they’re not always instruments for

revealed that there was no commonality on the principles

good. At times, they can be cause for concern.

that companies and states believe ought to be addressed.
However, five principles were mentioned in more than

As much as the many contributing

half of the documents: transparency, justice and fairness,

elements that make up 4IR are exciting

preventing harm, data protection, and privacy. This, perhaps,

and powerful, they’re also susceptible to

is where we should start.

unfairness, misuse, fraud, corruption – and
worse. Navigating this new and constantly

If we are truly to prosper and thrive amid the revolution

evolving terrain therefore involves asking

that is both taking shape in and reshaping the world

ourselves important ethical questions.

in which we live, we need to keep these questions

We must ensure that every technological

and issues top of mind. They must inform our every

advancement considers the needs of its

action and decision so that we innovate from a safe

multiple users first.

and ethical starting point that caters for the needs
of everyone everywhere.
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Important definitions
in the (hypothetical)
4IR and Ethics Dictionary
In a UJ CloudebateTM conducted in mid-2020, three experts
came together to discuss the intersection of ethics and 4IR.
The speakers were Professor Basie von Solms, Research
Professor: Academy for Computer Science and Software
Engineering at UJ; Professor Chris Stein, Associate Professor:
Department of Emergency Medical Care at UJ; and Dr Mpho
Tshivhase, Senior Lecturer: Department of Philosophy at the
University of Pretoria.

The fear of superintelligence and runaway
AI that we might not be able to switch off has
gained prominence in recent years. ~ Professor Stein
The hour-long debate explored a variety of topics, including
the philosophical principals that come into play when
humans and machines interact, and who is responsible when
these interactions have harmful outcomes. Although the
CloudebateTM demonstrated just how tricky these issues are,
it also brought some useful terms to the fore. If we’re going
to talk about 4IR and ethics, we need to understand what
they mean.
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4IR and ethics
definitions
Here, we present a few critical definitions that, if a dictionary of terms
related to 4IR and ethics existed, should definitely appear.
If you wish, you can watch the CloudebateTM in full here.

CONTROL

DARK WEB

DEEP WEB

Will we always be able to control the

The dark web refers to content on

The deep web or invisible

AI systems we build and interact with?

the World Wide Web that exists

web is part of the World Wide

Building a superintelligent AI agent

on overlay networks. Although

Web. It cannot be discovered

that benefits humanity rather than

these networks use the internet,

by standard search engines,

causes harm is an issue of control.

they are able to communicate

including networks that are

In the study of AI and philosophy, it is

anonymously without revealing

password protected

called the AI control problem.

personal information.

or encrypted.

AI BIAS

AUTONOMY

CYBERCRIME

NON-MALEFICENCE

PRIVACY

SUPERINTELLIGENCE

AI bias refers to prejudice that

Autonomy in an AI system refers

Cybercrime refers to

Non-maleficence refers to no

Privacy is a serious concern in 4IR,

Superintelligence refers to

can appear either in the algorithm

to an AI agent’s ability to make

criminal activities that

harm being done in order to reach

when AI and big data run the risk of

a theoretical AI agent that is

development process or in the data

decisions and act independently

are carried out through

a particular goal. In the 4IR space,

accessing – and revealing or selling

far superior in intelligence to

used to create AI algorithms. If left

from the human who created it.

computers or via

not infringing on people’s personal

on to third parties – private data

a human. The theory exists

the internet.

privacy is particularly important.

belonging to consumers.

that some AI systems could be

unchecked, it can discriminate
against one group over another.

completely unhindered by the
limitations of human cognition.
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But first,
access for all

HERE'S WHAT JUANITA HAD TO SAY.

Who suffers the most at the hands of the

Who do you believe is responsible for helping to

digital divide?

bridge the digital divide?

The digital divide certainly affects the poorest

Overcoming the digital divide must be a collective

the most. The people who cannot afford devices or

effort between government and the private sector,

internet access are most at risk of being left out of

but also between you and me. We all have a role to

Before we can explore the broader ethical implications

the digital economy. A lack of access to technology

play in providing access to those who aren’t connected

of 4IR, we have to consider the ethical implications

can perpetuate poverty by restricting opportunities

– they don’t drive demand.

of ensuring accessing to technology in the first place.

for inclusion both socially and financially.
Government has to put policies and regulations

The digital divide, which refers to the gap between
those who have access to modern information and

Do you consider digital transformation

in place that will make it easier for the private sector

communications technology, including the internet,

an ethical imperative?

to deploy infrastructure in lower income areas.
It also has to grant access to these areas, to provide

and those who don’t, is all too real in South Africa.
While some enjoy all the benefits of current

Absolutely. During the first few months of lockdown

permissions in time, and to help with adoption

technological advances, others enjoy none at all.

an estimated 6.4 million children were sent home

campaigns and upskilling in local communities.

from school with no access to e-learning. These

The private sector, on the other hand, has a role

To understand these issues better, we caught up with

children will fall behind those who could continue

to play in providing free connectivity to schools,

Juanita Clark, the Chief Executive Officer of Digital

learning from home and whose lives went on

clinics and community centres in these areas.

Council Africa. A not-for-profit organisation that works

as normal.
And you and I can make a difference by cleaning

to promote digital transformation, Digital Council Africa
believes that access to technology not only enhances

Given that the internet has become an indispensable

up and donating any old and obsolete technology,

the quality of life of Africa’s citizens, but also helps to

tool for realising a range of human rights, ensuring

such as phones and tablets, that are lying in drawers

alleviate poverty and narrow inequality.

universal access to the internet should be a priority

at home. All the newly installed connectivity doesn’t

for our country. We have to eradicate digital

help if people don’t have devices with which to

inequality and take every person on our digital

access it.

transformation journey.

KEY
Questions by interviewer
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Answers by Jaunita Clarke
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Are there adequate frameworks in place to make

What steps do we need to take to make digital

sustainable digital transformation possible, and

transformation an abiding priority in South Africa?

are these frameworks being born out in practice?
We need to agree that access to the internet is
There are not sufficient frameworks in place,

a human right. From there we need to prioritise

which is made clear by the ever-widening digital

connectivity in even the furthest corners. This will

divide. We need concerted effort to adopt

have to be a massive collaboration between the

digitalisation, but first we have to acknowledge

public and private sectors. There is no one entity

that the necessary ecosystem is not in place.

that can do this alone, but through public-private
partnerships, it will be realised.

Firstly we need connectivity (need I say that
this has to be affordable?), secondly we need
content, and thirdly we need devices. Added to

A lack of access to technology

this, we need widespread reskilling, including

can perpetuate poverty by

early learning exposure to technology and even

restricting opportunities

the introduction of code as a recognised language.

for inclusion both socially

It seems quite complex but I am sure that we

and financially.

can do it. If the pandemic has taught us anything,
it is how well we can work together and deliver
outstanding projects with immense value in

~ Juanita Clark
Digital Council Africa CEO

a short space of time.
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Dealing with corruption
and fraud in a 4IR world
The 4IR era has opened up a whole new world

Neglecting these critical issues could be serious,

But a word also needs to be said about the immense

and managing them ethically takes deliberate

benefits of 4IR in the ethical leadership context.

and concerted attention. Without establishing

As much as 4IR innovations need to have their own

4IR-specific corporate governance frameworks,

checks and controls in place, they are also helping to

corporate corruption and fraud will be able to

address corruption and fraud themselves. Predictive

run rampant, contributing to the US$2.5 trillion

analysis and big data management, for instance,

that is already attributed to corruption and fraud

are able to develop algorithms that help businesses

internationally today.

to predict corrupt and fraudulent activities before
they even occur.

of business opportunities, and companies
have been quick to leverage these and adjust

4IR therefore demands a more considered approach

their offerings accordingly. They’re learning

to corporate governance. Where once governance

Only by implementing sound

that good corporate governance includes

over technological systems was grouped with financial

developing strategic objectives that prioritise

governance structures and typical IT, it now deserves

governance structures that are

innovation, introduce new technologies. They’ve

a space of its own. Businesses should have dedicated

also found that they have to constantly strive

technology, innovation and information governance

to be more efficient and effective if they are

committees where the strategic opportunities and

to stay relevant and build sustainable value.

emerging risks of 4IR are closely monitored and

ensure that 4IR innovations are

Intellectual and technological freedom has

managed. Of course, this board-level oversight

managed ethically.”

to be encouraged.

committee needs to work in tandem with others

But freedom is not without its pitfalls, and

aligned with local regulations
and, increasingly, international
governance systems too, can we

that are responsible for day-to-day information

Using 4IR to weed issues out at the root has the

management, transformation and security.

potential to ensure that businesses and their
stakeholders operate ethically so as to nurture

accessing 4IR-related opportunities comes
with specific risks. In new and unusual ways,

Only by implementing sound board-level

and sustain long-term value. The world is changing;

businesses have to consider and mitigate

governance structures that are aligned with

how we monitor corporate governance in light

against the strategic risks associated with

local regulations and, increasingly, international

of these changes needs to change too.

securing confidential information, for example,

governance systems too, can we ensure that 4IR

protecting intellectual property and implanting

innovations are managed ethically.

enhanced information security measures.
By Peter Goss (PhD), Professor of Practice: Corporate Governance and Forensic Auditing at UJ; and Managing Director
at Peter Goss (Pty) Ltd: Crisis, Governance and Forensics
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“Unless we learn how to prepare for, and avoid, the
potential risks, AI could be the worst event in the
history of our civilization,” he said at the Web Summit
technology conference in Lisbon in late 2017. “It brings
dangers, like powerful autonomous weapons, or new
ways for the few to oppress the many. It could bring
great disruption to our economy.”
Hawking wasn’t alone in his views. He regularly shared
the metaphorical and literal stage in these sorts of
conversations with Elon Musk, the CEO of both SpaceX
and Tesla. In an interview in 2014, Musk said that AI
could be humanity’s largest existential threat, and that
he was “increasingly inclined to think that there should
be some regulatory oversight, maybe at the national

Hawking and
Musk on the
dangers of AI

and international level, just to make sure that we don't
do something very foolish”.
These beliefs led Hawking and Musk, together with over
150 other AI experts and academics, to sign an open
letter on AI in 2015. In the letter, which has since been
signed by over 8,000 people, they argue for increased
study into the impacts of AI, saying: “We recommend
expanded research aimed at ensuring that increasingly
capable AI systems are robust and beneficial: our AI

In the years before his death in 2018, world-renowned

systems must do what we want them to do.”

theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking spoke extensively

When the
machines take
over: The AI
control problem
in pop culture
AI experts, scientists and philosophers call it “the AI control problem”: the conundrum of building

about the dangers of AI. In multiple interviews with

Fortunately, the rapid rate of advancement in AI has

a super intelligent agent that will help its creators, rather than accidentally building a super

international publications and at high-profile conferences,

led to a similarly rapid need for AI regulation. In 2019,

intelligent agent that will harm or even destroy its creators. It’s one of the greatest ethical issues

he warned that he believed it to be “the worst event in

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

in AI, and has captured the imagination of science fiction writers and directors for decades.

the history of our civilisation” and even that it could

Development’s Recommendations on AI and the G20

“spell the end of the human race”.

AI Principles were adopted. And in February 2020,
a draft strategy for promoting and regulating AI
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Hawking’s concerns were born of a fear that AI could

was published by the European Union. Conversations

redesign itself, or that it could imitate human intelligence

regarding AI regulation and policy are also ongoing

and even supersede it.

at the United Nations.
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THE FOLLOWING ARE JUST A SMALL SAMPLING OF SOME OF THE SHORT STORIES,
FILMS AND SERIES THAT DEAL WITH THE AI CONTROL PROBLEM.

THE THREE LAWS OF ROBOTICS
Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics are as follows:

HAL 9000. A sentient computer, HAL controls the film’s

Edition, 2058 AD. The Three Laws describe the laws that

Discovery One spacecraft, but ultimately starts to

should govern the behaviour of robots and have been

malfunction. When the risk of shutting him down becomes

so influential that they’ve not only been referred to in

increasingly high, HAL intervenes and decides to kill the

countless books and films, but have also affected AI ethics.

astronauts on board.

4. WESTWORLD [1973, 2016]

R

he quotes from the fictional Handbook of Robotics, 56th

ST

LA

SE

W

CO

N

THIRD LAW

W

to life one of the most famous villains in science fiction,

LA

Stanley Kubrick’s cult classic, released in 1968, brought

Isaac Asimov refers to the Three Laws of Robotics, which

D

In a short story written in 1942, science fiction author

3. EX MACHINA [2015]
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2. 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY [1968]

FI

1. RUNAROUND [1942]

FIRST LAW

SECOND LAW

THIRD LAW

A robot may not injure

A robot must obey the orders

A robot must protect its own

Created in 2015, Ex Machina tells the story of a young

Originally a 1973 film, Westworld was recreated as

a human being or, through

given it by human beings except

existence as long as such

programmer who is invited to participate in a Turing

a series in 2016. It tells the story of a Wild West-

inaction, allow a human

where such orders would conflict

protection does not conflict

test – to assess whether a machine can demonstrate

themed amusement park that is run by AI hosts.

being to come to harm.

with the First Law.

with the First or Second Laws.

behaviour indistinguishable from human behaviour.

Although programmed to protect humans, some of

Before long, he starts to seriously question what’s

the hosts becomes sentient and retaliate against the

real and what’s not, and is ultimately left for dead by

company that made them, massacring human guests

the robot that betrays him.

and employees en masse.
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The biggest
data breach
in history

In 2018, the creator of the World Wide Web, Sir Tim

FIVE WAYS TO KEEP YOUR DATA SAFE

Berners-Lee, admitted that his era-defining invention
had “evolved into an engine of inequity and division,

The responsibility for keeping your data safe is shared. Although companies are liable for protecting

swayed by powerful forces who use it for their

the data of their customers (and regulations such as the Protection of Public Information Act are there to

own agendas”.

guide them), some responsibility also rests with you. Here are some steps you can take to make sure
that your data is as safe as possible.

The internet has revolutionised the way we live and
work, but people have been looking to benefit from
it through nefarious means almost as long as it’s been
in existence. Research suggests that cybercrime costs

1.  INSTALL SOFTWARE UPDATES

4.  BACK UP YOUR DATA REGULARLY

the world around US$1.5 trillion every year, with a hack

A lways install software updates,

Ransomware refers to hackers accessing

taking place every 39 seconds.

especially operating system updates,

your data and holding it hostage for

as soon as they become available.

a fee. To avoid this, make sure that your

But who, you might ask, wins the award for the

These changes often help to repair

data is regularly and securely backed up,

biggest data breach in history? Yahoo, that’s who.

issues that might make you vulnerable

so that you always have access to it.

to hackers.
In September 2016, Yahoo announced that it had been
attacked by what it called “state-sponsored actors”
two years earlier, in 2014. The names, email addresses,

2.  USE STRONG PASSWORDS

5.  AVOID PUBLIC WI-FI

dates of birth and telephone numbers of 500 million

Use strong passwords that are

Although tempting to use, public

users had been compromised.

complex and unique, and make

Wi-Fi is usually not encrypted, which

sure they’re different for every app.

means that others could monitor your

Just a few months later, in December 2016, it disclosed that

You can create these passwords and

online activity and access your data.

another attack had taken place in 2013, compromising

store them safely by using a password

If you do use public Wi-Fi, make sure

the personal information of 1 billion user accounts.

manager such as LastPass.

you have your firewall turned on.

Less than a year later, in October 2017, Yahoo revealed
that the final amount was actually 3 billion user accounts
– all of the user accounts it had to its name.

3.  E XAMINE YOUR PRIVACY SETTINGS
Be conscious of what you make available
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Yahoo, unfortunately, was being acquired by Verizon

to the developers behind the apps you

at the time. These announcements slashed the final

use. Always opt for the most rigorous

value of Yahoo by about US$350 million.

privacy settings.
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Are machines
taking away
our jobs?
In almost the same instant that 4IR started to become prevalent in different
areas of society, one critical question emerged: Are technological innovations
going to take away human jobs?
The question is a complex one, and there is no cut and dry answer. While the use
of technology has certainly led to the disappearance of many jobs in recent years
– and will continue to do so in the years to come – it has also paved the way for the
creation of new jobs. Robotics, data science and app development are all growing
at a rapid pace, and humans are necessary to innovate and evolve these industries.
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THE FOLLOWING FACTS AND FIGURES* HELP TO GIVE A GLIMPSE ON THE IMPACT OF 4IR
ON THE JOB MARKET:

Creative jobs and those that require social and cultural sensitivity are likely to continue.
These include:

By the early 2030s, the following percentage of jobs will likely be automated:

30%

38%

35%

21%

of jobs in the UK

of jobs in the US

of jobs in Germany

of jobs in Japan

Nurses

Social
workers

Human resource
managers

Writers

The following sectors are most at risk:

56%

46%

44%

Transportation and storage

Manufacturing

Wholesale and retail

IN SOUTH AFRICA, THE SITUATION IS SIMILARLY NUANCED**:

But there are benefits to be gained as well:
An estimated 9% of new jobs in the US will be created by 2025 as a result of 4IR innovations.
These new jobs will include:
While 3.3
million jobs
will likely be
displaced
through
digitisation
Robot monitoring
professionals

Data
scientists

Automation
specialists

1.8 million jobs
will probably
be created
through
productivity
increases

A further 1.5 million
may be created
through related
projects such as
infrastructure
development

And 1.2
million
jobs could
be created
in new
occupations

By 2030,
there could be
a net increase of

1,200,000 jobs

Content
curators
* Data supplied by AI industry analyst AI Multiple
** Data supplied by management consulting firm McKinsey & Company
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Ethics beyond technology:
AI in PR
In August 2020, two major public relations (PR)

algorithms, privacy control and transparency issues,

institutes in the United Kingdom and Canada, with

and bias. Each of these areas, the guide emphasises,

the support of their partners in Southern Africa, came

play a role in the work of PR professionals, and as a

together to launch the AIinPR Ethics Guide. The guide

result, need to be considered in detail if they are to

– the first of its kind – sets about putting some of the

With the possibility of serious negative consequences,
to businesses, organisations and society, springing directly
from AI projects, there needs to be the utmost focus by PRs
on ensuring ethics is at the forefront and ethical standards
are upheld. ~ Kerry Sheehan, Chair of the AIinPR panel

be dealt with ethically.

responsibility for ethical practices in AI-related work
on the PR practitioners who support and promote

In understanding facial recognition software,

this work.

for example, the guide points to the likely infiltration
of dangerous forms of bias. “Middle class white coders

The guide suggests that PR practitioners need to have a

on a campus in Silicon Valley cannot foresee use cases

robust understanding of the uses and applications of AI.

in Blackburn, UK; Baltimore, US; or Bombay, India,”

It also says that these practitioners should be part of all

the guide says. “Only 11% of AI developers are women

AI build and deployment teams, which will give them the

– another form of built-in bias.” The use of facial

opportunity to pose the tough ethical questions that AI

recognition software therefore breaks many of

specialists and management may not consider.

the rules outlined in the CIPR’s code of conduct.

“With the possibility of serious negative consequences,
to businesses, organisations and society, springing

Ultimately, the guide encourages PR practitioners
to ask critical questions as they go about their work

directly from AI projects, there needs to be the utmost

in the field of 4IR . “ That is the essence of ethical

focus by PRs on ensuring ethics is at the forefront and

decisions; making thoughtful and thought-through

ethical standards are upheld,” says Kerry Sheehan, the

choices,” the guide concludes. “The test of a well-

Chair of the Charted Institute of Public Relations’ (CIPR)

reflected ethical decision is one that has survived

AIinPR panel. “AI readiness isn’t just a tech issue, it is an

scrutiny, challenge in thought, intent and execution.”

ethics issue.”
The AIinPR Ethics Guide can be downloaded in full here

The guide explores six major areas that affect PR and
AI: social change, change in the nature of work, power,
24
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